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Accessories for HSG, KSH, HSGK and DSH

The comprehensive range of 
accessories for high capacity screw 
jacks types HSG KSH, HSGK and DSH 
allows the designer the flexibility to 
tailor the use of the screw jack precisely 
to the application.

All accessories are manufactured to 
the same exacting standards as the 
rest of the INKOMA product range. In 
addition to this comprehensive selection, 
customers special requirements can be 
accommodated. 



Accessories for all versions

Accessories for translating version (S, SA, SV, SVA)

Accessories for rotating version (R)

Bearing plate - GL
to support the free end of the spindle

Self aligning nut flange - SL
allows articulating fitting of 
flanged nut

Automatic lubrication device
allows continuous grease supply 

Flanged nut - FMS/ FM
for standard applications

Safety nut - SFM
allows wear monitoring

Duplex nut - DFM
connection of two bellows adaption for 
lubrication

Trapezoidal spindle nut - TM
Hexagon trapezoidal nut - ST
for applications where space is critical 

Flange nut with flats - FMF 
for standard connections between 
screw jacks and moving components

Self-aligning travelling nut - FMZ
for articulating connection 

Trunnion adaptor - KA
allows articulating fitting of 
flanged nut

Trunnion adaptor - KAS
allows articulating fitting of 
flanged nut

Mounting feet - BP
provides an alternative method

Handwheel - HR
for manual actuation

Shaft cover - WA
covers the exposed spindle end

Bearing block - LB
base mounting for trunnion options

Bearing flange - LF
base mounting for trunnion options

Folding bellows - FB
Heavy duty folding bellows - SB
provide spindle protection

Bellows mounting sleeve - H
provides fixing shoulder for bellows

Spiral protective sleeve - SF
provide spindle protection

Cardan shafts - GX
provide torsionally stiff resilient 
connections

Cardan shafts - GE
provide low cost flexible connections

Support bearings - SNH
to support extended cardan shafts

Elaflex coupling - EFK
flexible shaft coupling

Gear coupling - M
standard version

Gear coupling - light 
light duty version

Motor adaptor - MG 
for positive and efficient mounting 
of motors

3 phase motor - B3 - B14
foot mounting or flange mounting

Limit switch with roller follower
for monitoring of the spindle position

Inductive proximity switch
for monitoring of the spindle position

Stroke measurement options
available methods

Mounting flange - BF
for simple attachment of the 
spindle end

Rod end bearing - GSK
for simple attachment of the 
spindle end

Clevis - GK
for simple attachment of the 
spindle end

Setting ring - SR
allows fitting of limit switch

Safety nut - SFM-S
allows wear measurement

Clevis attachment - SE
for flexible connection to the 
moving component
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Request our  or visit us on the . You can obtain a free download of our brochure or the product drawing of the 
selected item using the  facility.
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